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1. Putting together a single base
per unit Confederate army
By Andy
I got the idea for basing up my Confederate army on a single unit base from Simon C.
using wavy bases from Simon Miller of To the Strongest fame. The bases are from the
For King and Parliament range and are approximately 90mm wide and deep enough to
hold two ranks of infantry or slightly deeper to hold cavalry. Artillery pieces are on
30mm x 40mm bases, as a suitable wavy edge base was not available. At the rear of the
base a die frame to hold a 7mm die was glued. The die can then show the unit’s quality
and strength using different colours and the pips. This makes the unit suitable for a
number of rules.
I settled on Pat Cleburne’s division in the Army of Tennessee, partly because I have
always found Cleburne’s activities interesting, partly because I have a soft spot for the
much maligned Army of Tennessee (such a bad press compared to the Army of Northern
Virginia), and also because I was able to get a set of 15mm flags for each unit in the
division from Wargame Vault.
Next, I used a series of articles from the ACW Gamer on Confederate Uniforms by Fred
Adolphus, which introduced me to the little mentioned Confederate Drab (and also the
earlier uniform, Confederate White). I used a couple of Vallejo paints to try to replicate
this, namely German Camo Beige WWII, Khaki Grey, and Khaki. I used no light blue
on these figures. This particular painting style was used on fresh figures, mostly Peter
Pig and Freikorps 15, but to speed things up I also used a good few Freikorps figures
painted up many years ago in a more traditional grey. The majority of Freikorps figures
were those originally produced by the company that came before TSS (the first of these
being bought at a show in Shrewsbury in the mid-90s). Most of these figures have now
been incorporated into the Freikorps range (now produced by QRF) and are noticeably
different from the original Freikorps figures. Here are some of the units:
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(above) Most of these are the Freikorps figures, although the command figures are Peter
Pig.

(above) Another mixed bag of figures again with Peter Pig command and an early range
sergeant (front left).
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(above) This unit was almost all Peter Pig figures put together as a firing line. Note that
the Wargame Vault flags correctly only show unit designation on the obverse.
The two cavalry units were made up from old Freikorps figures painted a good few years
ago as Texans. The front unit was painted up as the 8th Texas cavalry with their unusual
red facings:

The artillery are mostly Peter Pig figures and guns painted up about three years ago:
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(above) Some crews are early castings, but on the right is a new style crew with a
Freikorps 12 pdr howitzer.
My first command is made up of Polly Oliver figures, with a Peter Pig mounted
sergeant, but awaiting painting is the Peter Pig command group featuring Pat Cleburne.
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I had a great deal of fun and satisfaction putting this small force together and I’m
currently working on their Army of the Tennessee opponents (that ‘the’ in the Union
title is very important). My painting style owes a great deal to Fat Wally. First is a coat
of Vallejo white primer followed by a coat of black, made to go into the creases, so it is
quite thin. then I simply block paint everything. This is followed by black magic wash
(see Fat Wally’s website for the recipe), highlights and then a coat of Vallejo satin
varnish.
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2. Putting Wars of the Roses
Houshold infantry into action
By Carl

Here are several pictures of my finished household infantry.
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Here is a picture of how I paint my Peter Pig Household figures.
First I clean any flash on the fig, then apply either Citadel Shade Nuln Oil or Agrax
Earthshade to the figures.
After shade dries, I pick out areas with some Testors Chrome Silver ( FS17178).
I then pick out the little details like sword scabbard, knife, belts and whatever.
After I feel they are done to my liking, I then spray and seal them with a semigloss
coating.

After clear coating, my figures I then mount them on their bases.
My base front is 40mm, depth 20mm.
After the glue dries I then paint the base with a green paint (whatever I happen to have
in front of me).
I then dip the base in my flocking box while the paint is still wet, then set aside to dry.
After the flocking dries I then paint the edge with Burnt Umber and after that dries I
again spray them with my semigloss clear coating to lock down the flocking and protect
the figures.

Martin
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3. Mutli-Players AK-47
Republic Scenario for WG
Convention Process
By Henry
On the weekend before Memorial Day, every year we hold our regional wargame
convention called “Enfilade” at the Red Lion Inn in Olympia, Washington.
Enfilade is the largest wargame convention west of the Mississippi River.
I try to host a few games at every Enfilade.
I decided on doing two games of AK-47 Republic this time and one of Hammerin’ Iron
too.
I needed to modify AK-47 Republic into a 4 and 6 player game, so I removed all the pregame stuff, pre-designed the map and streamline the rest of the game so it can be
completed within a convention 3.5 hour period; (the other 30 minutes is for set up and
take down). For players who most likely never played these fine rules before.
On April 12th Enfilade 2020 has been cancelled due to the corona virus outbreak.
My first scenario would be for 6 players, the mission would be Western Intervention
force which is to escort an UN medical team into an Africa county. This is an epicenter
for an regional “Enola”(like Ebola but different) outbreak. The present government
(People’s Popular Front army) of that county have been stealing all the medical supplies
and killing some of the western medical staff.
Game Length, number for this scenario will be 24, see page 71 in rules
The western intervention force is US Marine, French Foreign Legion Para-troops, and
an Africa forces (the Africans were later cut out of force as a cost saving measure).
The People’s Popular Front army was a mix of local militia, Arab mechanical task
force and hardens fighters/terrorists of ISIS(they too were cut from the force). The Arab
also provided a Hind’s-24 to counter the western Helicopters.
After the first play test of this scenario, about 8 problems were noted. These being:game board at 8 x 4 was too big, forces size was way too large at 1200 pts with 10
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units/per side, Players couldn’t spot infantry with RPG in the bush, Too many militia
units for the defender, objectives location was unclear for one player, Due to bad luck
the Hind 24 never make it into the game (no change to this rule, since Andy’s does have
some nasty bad rolls at times) and double results table caused Andy’s to lose an tank to
landmines , again no change for that rule.
For the second test game, the map board will be 6 x 3, forces for western will be 650
points with 7 units and PPF will be 7 units, at 703 points; Reinforcement units held off
board will be 2 for western and 5 for the PPF. I used color map pins for all RPG, HMG,
mortar unit and commander & bodyguard to improve identification of units at a distance.
The second test game didn’t finish in 3 hours, but everything else worked out well. I did
some more force reduction. Ordered 5x bright yellow objection markers. I have crafted
up an oil refinery, fenced prison and typical African town with a lot of alum roof type
buildings. I wrote up unit cards for all the units in game, so that each player will know
what he/she has. Ordered extra refer sheets from PPG. Make up more game markers.
The Western Intervention Forces army #5, page 31 adjusted after second play test
game, as follows;
Unit 1; US Marine; tank w/standard gun, 2x Armor Car-Hummer w/HMG (special rule
to treat hummers as armor car, instead as APC) 4x Small Arms and 2x RPG/SA on
board the hummers. 170 points/Regular Morale. Player A
Units 2; same as unit one for 170 points/Regular Morale. Player B
Unit 3; Support unit, 1x SAM missile foot unit (special rule, SAM/stringer range of 30
inches), one mortar. 39 points/Professional Morale. Player A
Unit 4; Marine Recon, 2x RPG/SA and 2x HMG. 78 points/ Professional Morale
(Special rule, This force can be helicopter transported 2 units per, movement cost to
deploy or pick up, 10 inches of Helicopter move.) This force starts off board Player C
Unit 5; French Foreign Legion –Para; 4x small arms, 2x RPG/SA, 2xHMG, 1 mortar,
all to be truck borne. 169 points / Professional Morale. Player C
Unit 6; UN medical team in 3 unarmored trucks. Player A
Unit 7; 2x Light attack helicopters (Hueys) 22 points/Regular morale. Player B
This force starts off board too. Helicopter can transport 2x infantry stand per.
For reinforcement rolls, roll for one helicopter at a time with any troops already on
board. Thus, only one helicopter arrival as reinforcement per turn
Note player is allowed to have the Marine Recon already mounted up in Helicopters at
start of game.
For the People’s Popular Front Army #2 page 28 forces adjusted after second play test
game, the following;
Unit 1; 4x small arms, 3x RPG, 1x HMG, 1x RCL, towed gun/standard type and unit is
truck borne. Points 143 / Regular morale. Player X
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Unit 2; 4x small arms, 3x RPG, 1x HMG, 1x RCL, and unit is truck borne. Points 119 /
Regular morale. Player Y This force starts off board.
Player Y is allow to start entering game table w/unit #2 on turn 1, on friendly edge,
along main road, per reinforcement rules for arrival asset, page 101. No other arrival
asset allow for turn one.
Unit 3; 3x Tanks/older gun, T34/85 type. Points 63/Militia Morale Player X This
force starts off board too.
Unit 4; 10x small arms, 3x RPG, 1x HMG and 1x mortar. Points 97/Militia Morale.
Player Z
Unit 5; 3x Technical w/HMG, 1x Technical w/AA gun, 1x Armor Car w/standard gun.
Points 77pts/ Militia Morale. Player Z This force starts off board too.
Unit 6; The Arab Force, 1xTank w/standard gun, APC w/HMG, 1x APC w/older gun.
2x RPG, 4x small arms. Points 176 / Regular morale. Player Y This force starts off
board too.
Unit 7; 1x Heavy Attack Helicopter/Hinds-24. This Helicopter can transport 2x infantry
stands. Same deploying or picking up rules as for western helicopter. Player X This
force starts off board too.
Modern Africa, Gold Rush
For my second AK-47 Republic game, it would have been a “free for all” between four
players fighting over a settlement that is centered around gold rush. All these miners are
heading into the settlement to cash in their gold dust, buy supplies, gamble a little, drink
some more and visit the ladies of the night. Here is a chance of a lifetime to take out the
local crime boss and control of all that gold. This town is open to new management.
To keep things simple, the local crime boss had fled, once he heard that you were
coming.
Forces for each player is 300 points or less, where half the maximum assets is for each
army type. Unlimited number of militia small arms are allowed at normal cost of 5
points each.
Map size is 4 x 4, has the settlement in the center of the map which include the
crossroad. The road system is four roads that run in straight lines to all four map edges
(N,W,S,E), each road’s exit point should to middle of each map edge.
Center of town is four blocks on each corner of old colonial type stone/building, rest of
town is made up cardboard walls/alum roof buildings. Stone/building offer hard cover
for infantry, cardboard building only blocks line of sight. Vehicles may drive though
card board building, -2 inches to they move. Remove buildings/cardboard walls/alum
roof that were drove though.
In the four sections of map divided by the road and town, place 3 terrain templates
within each. Have each player place those terrain template features of their choice,
before randomly placing the player’s forces at each road entrance point.
Each player starts on edge of map/road with only half of their force.
Each player decides what is left in reinforcement/(minimum of 50% points).
As for alliances, truces, lies, and backstabbing between players there is only one
rule…That only ONE PLAYER is the WINNER at the end of this game. Game ends,
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when there only one left standing. Or who controls the central of the town 3-4 blocks
after 8 turns
Each turn, all 4 players roll 2 dice, highest roll go first, second highest second, so on.
Plan to use desk of cards; ace, king queen and jack to mark players. Game Length
number for this scenario will be 19, see page 71 in rules
Players can not surrender they forces to another player.
My group of gamers has not had a chance to play test this scenario, , so I’m interested in
any results.
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US North West Pacific show
Enfilade
By Henry
One photo to show how popular NW Pacific Enfilade convention is.

Couple of shots (below) of our Enfilade game being crash tested.
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4. Paratroop Drop
By John

Tuesday, 25 February 2020

Thoughts on using paratroop drops in PBI
Initial set up of scenery and objectives should be as in the normal PBI game. The
defender selects his base edge before terrain is deployed.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Only infantry and light artillery allowed to the paratroops. Artillery are assumed to
have tows where appropriate and are counted as limbered at the start. Tows are
assumed to land in the same square as the associated artillery piece.
Paratroops must be the attackers.
Defenders deploy one infantry platoon first anywhere on the board. Dice with
opponent to choose a second platoon to deploy. This is deployed before attacker
deploys. One d6 each. The winner selects the platoon to be deployed.
Attacker selects a square for each of his commanders to land in. This is each platoon
commander and the company commander. They cannot be placed on an enemy
occupied square, but may be moved onto one by deviation. Place all commanders
before dicing for deviation.
Attacker rolls 2d6 for each commander for deviation.
2 = 2 squares towards own base line
3 = 2 squares towards enemy base line
4 = 2 squares towards left edge
5 = 2 squares towards right edge
6 = on target
7 = on target
8 = 1 square towards left edge
9 = 1 square towards right edge
10 = 1 square towards own base line
11 = 1 square towards enemy base line
12 = no arrival
If a deviation roll takes the commander off the table treat that platoon as reinforcements as per the normal PBI game. However, the commander must enter the
table at the point that he was forced to exit from. If the square is occupied by the
enemy, he can adjust right or left to the first available square or wait until next turn.
Owner’s choice.
Once the commanders are in position then the components of each platoon can be
positioned at the attacker’s choice. Each platoon must be within two squares of their
commander. Troops cannot be deployed on enemy occupied squares, even if the
commander has been. Clustering rules apply.
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Attackers are then depleted. No depletion for troops landing in open squares. Roll
1d6 per base for all other squares. In partial cover lose a base for any 1 rolled. In full
cover lose a base for any 1 or 2 rolled.
9. After this defender gets 2AP of shooting before attacker has first full turn. No
opportunity shooting at this point.
10. If a platoon fails to arrive then at the end of each subsequent turn, starting with turn
2, they can try to arrive. Use the procedure in 5 above.
11. Should a commander end up after deviation in an enemy square he cannot be shot at
as in 9 above or in opportunity shooting on Turn 1. However, he must be rescued in
Turn 1 in an assault on the square he is in by other friendly troops. The commander
can contribute to the assault. If the assault succeeds then the commander is free to act
normally. If the assault fails then the commander is captured and removed from the
game and counts as a casualty.
8.

Other than the above use the normal PBI rules.
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5. Spanish Civil war
By Lee
Do look up “Brushes and Bayonets” to see more of Lee’s work.-martin
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6. Dragoons in the Wars of the
Three Kingdoms
By Mike
When one thinks of dragoons in the British Civil Wars one immediately thinks of them
lining hedgerows at Naseby. But after that, who were they and what did they do?

Okey’s Dragoon at Naseby: photo – author’s own copy of Sturt’s version of Streeter’s
Plan
Gervase Markham, writing in 1634: “the last sort of which our Horse troopes are called
Dragons, which are a kinde of footman on Horsebacke”. He then goes on to describe
their weaponry “dragons are short peeces of 16 inches the Barrell, and full musquet
bore”.
The horses (usually referred to as 'nags') supplied to dragoons are described as 'ordinary'.
Required only for transport, dragoon mounts were more likely to be commandeered carthorses than what we could call thoroughbreds. The New Model Army budget for a
dragoon mount was half that of a cavalry mount.
They were in essence an early mobile infantry. Formed into groups of eleven men, ten
would dismount to fight while the eleventh would hold the horses. Holding eleven
horses during a battle would seem to be a Herculean feat: reputedly they threaded the
reins of one horse onto the next, and so on, so the horseholder held just one set of reins.
This method supposedly means that the horses are effectively holding one another and
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the horseholder only needs to control one horse. I’m not a horsey person, still seems a
recipe for disaster if someone starts letting large quantities of gunpowder off close by.
Regiments of dragoons were theoretically organised into 110 men troops (100 fighting
men, 10 horse holders), with five troops to a regiment. Each troop carried a swallow
tailed guidon.
We have records of precious few Civil War flags, and very few dragoon guidons. As
befitting soldiers who were part cavalry, part infantry their guidons designs follow the
styles of both regimental types.
The two best recorded regimental sets of guidons are those of Waller’s and Wardlawe’s
regiments. Waller’s guidons are yellow with an increasing number of black dots
symbolising seniority of the troop, following the regiments of foot style; whereas
Wardlawe’s have almost identical guidons differentiation between troops being a
different motto, as was often the tradition with cavalry units. A handful of other dragoon
guidons were recorded but mostly they cannot be ascribed to specific regiments.

Command stand of Fraser’s Dragoons – guidon is copied from the Sealed Knot reenactment unit of the same name (standard new Peter Pig dragoons with Scots bonnets
headswaps)
As for coat colours nothing definite recorded: Aston’s might have worn blue, and
Usher’s/Washington’s are presumed to have received full suits of red or blue from the
1643 Oxford Army clothing issue.
So how did they fight? The Covenanter, and later Royalist Engager, Sir James Turner
wrote "they ought to be taught to give fire on horseback but their service is on foot”.
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In open battle they usually supported cavalry on their flanks, taking ditch or hedgelines
as they were defenceless against cavalry once they had fired their muskets (lacking the
protection of pikes); the most famous example being Okey’s dragoons moving up
quickly to take position in Sulby hedges at Naseby. What is less well known, and rather
rare in records of dragoons fighting, is that after giving fire from the hedgerows they
remounted and pursued the fleeing Royalists
Often used to lead assaults e.g. Washington’s dragoons firing the first (and only) shots at
the defenders at the Siege of Stockport/ Rupert’s march to York, leading the Royalist
assault at Bristol; providing pickets at camp, or defensive works; garrisoning towns;
guarding tactical objectives (e.g. Royalist dragoons who had secured Cropredy Bridge
prior to the battle. Their firelocks were particularly suited to this role, as they did not
need a constantly burning match. All of these roles lend themselves very nicely for
skirmish scenarios.
As war dragged on the numbers of dragoon regiments and troops slowly dwindled.
Dragoons were often subsumed into Regiments of Horse, or less frequently Regiments
of Foot.
So how do we represent them on our miniature battlefields?

Sir Thomas Tyldesley’s Dragoons – conjectural coat colours and guidon
Personally I’m heavily influenced by Streeter’s Plan. So my dragoons look like
Streeter’s. Fighting men on foot, lots of horses with horseholders, and to remind us that
they can be mounted a command stand with mounted figures. As my desire to make my
armies look like Streeter beats any basing requirements defined by rules systems (I
provide both sides, so not a problem) I have based my dragoons as follows:
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Fighting men are based individually on penny sized bases – this gives me the ability to
use them in what can only be described as a skirmisher deployment, or on sabots lined
up as a regiment. My regiments have 12 fighting men.

Fraser’s Dragoons – the fighting men (new Peter Pig dragoons)
Horseholders are based on 40mm x 40mm bases, one horseholder per 3 horses. There
are 6 horseholder bases per regiment.

Fraser’s Dragoons – horse holders
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The mounted command stand is also on a 40mm x 40mm base, with an officer, cornet
and a drummer. My earlier units have the drummer on foot with an empty horse. The
newer units all three figures are mounted.
My older dragoons are from Peter Pig, with command stands ‘kit bashed’ from the rest
of their range. My more recent units are the Peter Pig ‘new’ dragoon packs.

The Earl of Manchester’s Dragoons – command stand ‘made’ from older Peter Pig
figures
We then have to face the thorny issue of mounted, dismounted or both. The deafening
cry from figure manufacturers of ‘both’ would be perfect in an ideal world. However,
not everyone is able to afford or even wish to purchase, paint and base mounted
dragoons and also dismounted. To overcome this issue by having the correct numbers of
horses on the table I simply remove the dismounted figures when they are mounted up:
mounted dragoons being represented by their horses and their command stand.
As we know so little about what dragoons looked like (other than the extensive records
of weapons/horse tack issued), you have free reign to represent your dragoons as you
wish. Here are my own guidelines for choosing coat colours and guidons.
My logic for conjectural standards is to look at the colonel of the regiment- did they
have a regiment of foot and/or, one of horse? If they do, are there any recorded flags?
Do they use the same background colour? If so, it’s not too big a leap of faith to assume
that dragoon cornets would also have the same background colour.
If neither of these options are available I tend to look at the Colonel’s coat of arms and
pick dominant colours from that (remember black was a very expensive dye, so if black
is a dominant colour on the coat of arms it would probably be used for a flag rather than
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a coat colour.) Is there a Sealed Knot/ECWS unit representing your unit? If there is,
brilliant. Copy theirs! If all that fails I just go for a colour I fancy.
The same goes for coat colours: I look for any known coat colours issued to the
Colonel’s Regiment of Foot and simply replicate that for his dragoons. If the Colonel
doesn’t have a Regiment of Foot I start looking for colours of coats of regiments from
the same area, or if the regiment was in a known place at the time of an army refit. For
example, the Oxford Army was issued new suits of red or blue in 1643; and a large
number of Parliamentarian regiments were issued red or grey coats at Gloucester. Still
no luck? Then I go for coats of arms/re-enactors or simply choose a colour I like.
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7. The Serbian army of WW1
Pierre
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Here is an alternative Serbian event chart for Square Bashing that
readers might like to try out.

Serbian Army 1914-1915
At the outbreak of WW1, Serbian army was certainly the most experienced fighting
force in Europa, and had to prove its worth again, repulsing twice the Austrian onslaught
and only collapsing in late 1915 under the overwhelming weight of German, Austrian
and Bulgarian combined forces.
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Dice
score
2, 3
4, 5
6

7

8, 9
10

11, 12

13, 14

15, 16,
17,
18

Outcome
The 3rd Ban Regiment must be send to the Nis sector.
Remove one reservist infantry unit from the game.
Artillery ammunition is running badly low.
Reduce point effect barrage by 1d6.
The 2nd Ban regiment proved itself incredibly well
against heavy odds, repulsing several attacks at
bayonet point.
Raise one unit of infantry by a quality class.
Cumulative.
King Peter has exhorted the Sumadija Division to
hold the Vardar valley at all costs!
Award two “Hold the line” markers (to infantry units
only).
Belgrade will hold! Reinforcements are on the way.
Add 1d6 to the “Hasty defences” asset. Cumulative.
French artillery reinforcements have finally
arrived. Add 1d6 to point effect barrage asset.
Cumulative
It is rumored that a British support division is on the
way from Salonica! Upgrade 1d3 regular infantry
regiment to professional quality. Cumulative.
General Envoylamisic, hero of the Balkan wars, has
taken command!
Increase Higher Command level by 1.
Serbia forever! Once in the game, all units ignore all
morale outcomes.
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Points
2
2
3

3

4
5

7

9
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Army details

Serbian Army 1914-1915

Units

Assets
Reservist Regular Professional

Aircraft

2

Hold the
line

8

Hasty
defences

8

Infantry

2-12

4-8

0-2

Urgent
arrival

4

Shock
assault

6

Point effect
barrage

8

Cavalry

0-1

0-1

0

Artillery
quality

Av Higher
command
rating

3

Army status 18
value

MG

2-6

Field
1-4
Artillery
Light
Guns

0-1
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Note: this army proposal is intended for friendly
games only, and not as part of competitions
games.
Historical opponent: #11 (Austro-Hungarian EW)
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8. WW2 pices
By Ryan
A whole bunch on WW2 stuff for your enjoyment.
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9. Simple RFCM Templates
By Simon
Introduction
RFCM games require terrain templates, often of standardised sizes (many are 12” x 6”,
and sometimes 6” x 6”).
I follow a fairly simple approach that has worked for a number of rulesets’ needs, which
I will illustrate here with some templates that I have built for a forthcoming PBI Crete
day. Note that the hills in particular are non-standard PBI templates, but the general
principles hold regardless.
Baseboard
I now always use 2mm MDF bases from East Riding Miniatures
[https://shop.eastridingminiatures.co.uk/] for all my terrain templates. Various sizes and
shapes are available, and I have found it much easier (and better for the lungs) to pay a
little extra for these than try to cut MDF myself. These boards are however worth
priming (ideally with an enamel or other non-water-based spray) before going any
further, to prevent distortion later.
Hills
I make my hills out of expanded polystyrene packaging (which offers the major
advantages of being both readily available and free). I glue blocks with PVA to the
primed bases and let them dry well (it’s best to add some weight during the drying
process to ensure a good contact). I roughly shape the hills with a hot wire cutter, which
not only saves blunting knives but also vastly reduces the debris when cutting
polystyrene.
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If you can’t get a hot wire cutter, a serrated bread knife works well, but is of course messier.

I then smooth the block with some kind of sandpaper or emery board (it can take some
experimentation to find the appropriate grade for a given type of polystyrene). For my
Crete hills, I used an “everlasting” nail board.
Surface Covering
I have used tiling grout to good effect in the past to provide a hard finished surface, into
which I’ve dropped sand and grit to provide additional texture.
Due to lockdown, I had no such grout available, so mixed up a roughly evenly-split
concoction of ready-mixed filler, PVA glue and sand-coloured household emulsion paint
into which I chucked some bird grit, and painted this gloop on to the hills:

The paint was clearly a waste of time in this instance, so I sloshed a good solid coat of household emulsion over
everything. The photo below shows various stages of priming / gritting / painting:
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For flat (typically building template) boards, I’ve found that sticking clusters of sand
down can leave the rest of the board looking very flat. I now “stipple” the surface once
it’s been coated in paint / filler / grout. Doing so early in the drying process leaves a
more gentle effect, while doing this later can generate sharper “crests” in the coating. A
1” household painting brush can be good for this: I also use an old pastry brush.

Painting
Having painted everything with broadly sand-coloured emulsion, I gave everything a
coat of Vallejo Iraqi Sand (which was the terrain colour we’d agreed for the multi-player
Crete game). My custom-matched pot of household paint being at an end, under
lockdown I sacrificed a whole bottle of Vallejo paint to cover the pieces below (applied
in multiple coats of thinned paint via an airbrush). I then dry-brushed patches in Vallejo
Ivory:

I left the 12” x 6” boards as they were, as these are to indicate villages, that will have
buildings placed on them. The other templates had one further step. But first, everything
needed a coat of matt varnish – I find that the Army Painter “Anti-Shine Matt Varnish”
works well, so used that.
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Flocking
I applied patches of two colours of 4Ground 4mm flock – first Hay and then (more
sparingly) Scorched Earth. These also helped cover up any blemishes in the hills’
surfaces. I use acrylic matt varnish (in this instance, Winsor & Newton’s Galleria Matt
Varnish) as an adhesive for this “fine hair” type of flocking. This holds well, and dries
invisible, unlike PVA glue and similar, which leaves a shiny residue in any areas not
fully flocked.
I use an electrostatic flock box for horizontal surfaces, but not for slopes (unless you
want your hills to look like hedgehogs, as the flock will stand up perpendicular to the
surface). The finished articles, ready for the Crete playtest day as soon as current social
distancing restrictions allow, look like this:
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10. ENEMY PBI/PBI 2020
By Stewart
(Enemy PBI is a game under development at RFCM. It is in the very early stages and on
a hiatus die to virus lockdown. Martin)
I decided to set up and play a game of Enemy PBI as one of its design points is that you
can play solo.
Set up is North Africa, British 8th Army v German Africa Corps.
FORCES (all average quality)
BRITISH
Company Commander (Rifle) points cost 8
3 Infantry Platoons (command Rifle, 3 LMG teams, 6 Rifle bases per platoon)
Points cost 75 per platoon
2 x 25pdr AT/Field guns 18 points each (4 armour, 7 AP effect, 3 HE effect)
2 x Matilda II 30 points each (7 armour, 7 AP effect, 1 HE effect)
Medium mortar platoon (command Rifle, 2 x Mortar) 31 points
MMG platoon (command Rifle, 2 x MMG ) 35 points
TOTAL Force points 395

GERMAN
Company Commander (Rifle) points cost 8
3 Infantry Platoons (command Rifle, 3 LMG teams, 6 Rifle bases per platoon)
Points cost 84 per platoon
2 x Pak 38 AT guns 15 points each (4 armour, 8 AP effect, 1 HE effect)
2 x Panzer IV F2 41 points each (7 armour, 9 AP effect, 2 HE effect)
Medium mortar platoon (command Rifle, 2 x Mortar) 31 points
TOTAL Force points 403
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Which force is to attack?
British rolled 12 + 2 (British) + 2 (earlier army) +16
German Rolled 10
British are the attacker
Attacker beat defender by 6 so they will have 1 infantry platoon + 3 rolls on unit selector
table
Attacker rolled 4 = towed guns, 8 = Medium mortars and 6 = infantry platoon
Force assets
British have chosen
HE 8, Smoke 10, rapid arrival 4
German must have
HE 12. Smoke 11, vital position 4
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SCENERY
Attacker (British) have chosen 3 x wood, 3 x gentile hills, 2x rough hills
Defender rolled 6 which allows them 5 buildings

ROADS
Team road – chose column 5
Enemy road – rolled 4 = row 3
OBJECTIVES
Exit – rolled 3 = left hand exit
Then rolled 4 = (HQ) row 4 and rolled 5 = (strong point) row 5
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Attacker has deployed towed guns on the road to advance and cover two objectives and
part of the town against possible enemy armour.
Mortar platoon is to their left and will advance to the hill (to their front) and deploy,
again to cover the two nearest objectives.
White Infantry platoon with the company commander has deployed to the left of the
mortars and will advance and take the objective to their front.
(if this has been taken by Green platoon then White will advance and engage enemy in
the town.)
Green Infantry platoon has deployed to the left of white and will be first unit to
motivate, they will advance and engage the nearest objective, main task to pin and kill
any enemy in the nearest objective.
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Team Turn one
Asset use rapid arrival 4 D6 = 3,3,4,6 = 1 x6 so success
Used on red infantry platoon D6+3, 6 rolled so 9 bases ready
Company cdr will remain with whitr]e platoon
No morale
No enemy opportunity shooting
Green platoon 1st unit 6 rolled for action points
3 Lmg teams advanced and engaged the objective which contained enemy token which
became two A/T guns, 3 round of fire (18D6) caused 3 hits, one A/T gun failed to save
twice the other A/T gun saved.
The rest of the platoon advanced to the front of the remaining A/T gun and opened fire,
(18D6) 5 hits 4 saves A/T gun pinned.
25pdr’s rolled 2D6 for action points rolling 6,6. They moved up and deployed and
engaged A/T with HE. Both guns scored hits, German gun saved first shot of HE and
failed to save from 2nd HE shot and was destroyed.
Mortar platoon rolled 4 for action points so moved on the hill to their front and deployed
amongst the rocks.
White platoon rolled 3 then after re-roll scored 4 +1 for company cdr with platoon for
action points.
Moved 1 Lmg & 2 rifle bases into the objective causing two more enemy tokens to
activate, one in front of objective contained nothing one adjacent contained PC,LMG &
2 rifle bases.
Remainder of white platoon deployed in the tree line and to the left of the objective,
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Reinforcements, rolled 4D6 per unit
Red infantry = 3,4,2,5, = 3 successes but only needed one (needed 3+)
MMG platoon = 1,2,1,4 = no successes (needed 5+)
Matilda II = 3,4,1,5,= 1 successes (needed a 5d+)
Red platoon deployed in right hand corner but was moved left 1 square by the enemy on
deviation
Token removed
Countdown, roll D6, 5 scored, 16-5=11 left on countdown

Enemy Turn 1
Asset = has to use Vital point first, 4D6 = 3,4,6,4 = success
Only two objectives possible, 1,2,3 = road junction, 4,5,6 = HQ = 4 rolled
So VP added to HQ objective
No team opportunity shooting
Only 1 enemy square reviled and rolls 6 = 3 actions
Shoot 3 times at team in objective, 2 hits = 2 saves (4,6) team return fire no hits
Enemy jumps, needing 3+ to jump. Two tokens have occupied buildings in front of
strong point objective.
1 token jumps from building to the tree line towards the enemy.
3 tokens removed from the game now fill in empty building squares.
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Team Turn 2
Asset = HE = 4,4,1,5, = no success
Company cds=r will remain with white platoon
No morale
25pdr guns = 8 action points, 2 HE shots each, all miss
Mortar platoon = 5 action points = 2 shots each tube (2)
1 shot fell short, other 3 on target, square pined all save
White platoon motivated and advanced down the left flank finding a German platoon
and losing 1 rifle base.
Greens advance into objective, took opportunity fire and saved all, pined enemy to their
front
Red platoon (rolled 3 for action points) slow advanced towards the centre
Reinforcements = tanks 3,4,4,6 = I success required and come on along the road.
MMG platoon rolled 4,3,5,5 = 2 success required and also came on the road
Token removed
Countdown 3, = 8 points left
Enemy turn 2
Asset = HE 4 no success
Team opportunity fire, no hits
Enemy squares 2 actions each, 1 sq unpinned, 1 sq failed to unpin
3rd sq shot twice caused 1 casualty
3 tokens jumped, 2 tokens put back on table

Team Turn 3
Asset = HE = 42,6,5, = success
1 sq over shot , 3 on target, 1 casualty
Company cds= moved to green platoon
No opportunity effect
No morale
25pdr rolled 6,6 for motivation, 3 HE shots each at sq with 4 infantry bases
1 miss, 5 hits, caused 4 casualties including the platoon officer (good strike)
Mortar platoon rolled 1, re-rolled (PC with the 2 tubes) 6,
So two shots each at enemy mortar platoon that has arrived
1 shot over,1 shot under, 2 on target. 3 D6 per hit on target per base
1 mortar and officer dead, 1 mortar ok (good strike)
Matildas advanced down the road too the HQ objective found Enemy infantry opened
fire with MG caused 1 casualty
MMG platoon got 5 action points and advanced into the town that had been shelled very
heavily and all enemy killed, they encountered more enemy and lost a MMG
Green platoon (with CC) got 7 action points, shot 3 times no casualties and tried an
assault
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Target has 1 LMG and 1 rifle base but is pined,
1 point of “here they come” fire, assaulter is clustered, rolls 7 D6 get 3 hits all are saved.
Assaulter has 6 bases = 24 D6(5 hits), target has 4D6 (1 hit).
Remainder of platoon joined the MMG platoon, took opportunity fire from Enemy sq,
all saved.
White platoon exchanged fire with no effect and removed two casualties
Red platoon destroyed the enemy mortar platoon and moved up to the HQ objective and
exchanged fire, no casualties but pinned the objective
Token removed
Countdown rolled 2 (6 left on countdown).
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Enemy turn 3
Asset = HE 4 ,1 success but hurried strike saw 3 out of 4 squares go wild with two er
and 1 under, hitting the deployed 25pdr’s and British in the town but dropping short on
Germans also in the town.
Result = 2 x German. 1x British, 1 x 25pdr casualties
Team opportunity fire no hits
Enemy squares rolled for 1,4,4 giving 1,2,2 actions
3rd sq shot twice caused 1 casualty, 2 British bases down
3 tokens jumped; 3 tokens put back on table
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Team Turn 4
Asset – smoke , 6 x D6, 1 success , placed on own troops to shield from fire
CC with white platoon
No morale
Mortars get 5 action points, 2 shots each onto HQ objective
All on target but only two strikes count, 6 x D6 per base (2,1,1 hits)
Ignore first hit as objective is VP, all bases save
Remaining 25pdr remains pined
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Green platoon, Left units become unpinned and clear casualties, Right unit assault
single German base and win without casualty but expose themselves to far from 2 x
PzIV’s and German infantry section, no hits.
PzIV’s have opertunity fire at Matilldas, one shot no hit
Matilldas one shot each at the PZ’s no hits
Red Platoon lay down fire and assault the HQ objective after pinning the square.
5 British assault (20 D6) v 3 German (9 D6) hits 5 v 2, British win, now exposed to
more German fire, no hits
Token removed
1 smoke removed
6 rolled for countdown.

Game over
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Victory points
Enemy
Dead British
1 pt per base =
Destroyed 25pdr
1 pt per 9 cost
Each Objective held (1) 3 xD6+6
Buildings held
2 pts per square
No foot A/T`
1 x D6
TOTAL
Team
Dead German
1 pt per base =
Destroyed Pak38 x 2
1 pt per 9 cost
Each Objective held (2) 3 xD6+6 each
Buildings held
2 pts per square
No foot A/T`
1 x D6
TOTAL

9
=
=
=
=

19
=
=
=
=

2
19
6
=
39

4
35
6
=
65

3

1

Proper win for the British Team
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German (raw?) company
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11. Russian Civil War
By Xavier
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12. MAD Vikings
Gamette for issue 6 of the MILL
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V6

1. Introduction
Vikings often got into disputes with each other.
This is due to a mixture of male ego, fighting focus and acquisitiveness (greed).
Vikings would settle quarrels by various methods.
Often a good wrestle, weapon skill test or similar would suffice.
The most extreme method would be the “Holmgang” (small island walk). In this
situation a square or fighting area would be laid out.
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This might be a traditional area used for the purpose, using a natural feature (big rock,
woodland clearing etc). If no traditional area was available, then a square of roughly 4
metres dimension was laid out and bordered clearly with hazel branches or similar.
Within this area two men would fight until one of them was unable to fight on.
This did not necessarily mean death.
The man challenged would be usually allowed to strike first.
Holmgang was badly abused by warriors who used it as an excuse to kill lesser men for
their property, hiving accused them of some minor offence.
“He said I have a big nose. I demand Holmgang and give the 7 days of notice
required”

2. Equipment for the game
Players will need equipment in order to play MAD.
• 1 x 15mm figure on a coin base per player.
• A single 4 x4 grid of inch squares. Ground scale = 1 inch per metre. Grid should be
free of obstructions but may have a marked perimeter (be imaginative).
• 4D6 per player.
• Coins or counters marker M, A and D. 3 of each will suffice.

3. How the game works
Two players with a figure each.
Only 15mm figures will work for this game.
A larger figure would be impossible to use.
Players have alternate turns.
In a player’s own turn he may use M, A and R actions.
In an opponent player’s turn the D action may be used.
To use an action a score of 3,4,5,6 is needed.
e.g player wishes to use a move action, rolls a 2. Therefore, no action is had. That
action is used up for this current turn.
If a score of 3,4,5,6 is not achieved the action is lost for the current turn.
If a score of 3,4,5,6 is achieved the action is carried out just the once (except M which
can be repeatedly had).

4. Start of game decisions
At the start of the game each player must
• decide on his character’s name.
• Choose his actions.
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5. Actions
There are 4 types of action.
M=Move
A=Attack
D=Dodge
R=Recovery
Each player starts the game with 6 actions.
These can be distributed in any way, with the provision that there must be 1 per category
at the game start (i.e 1xM, 1xA, 1 xD).
No Recovery actions are chosen. Each player has a recovery action available in his own
turn which cannot be taken from him.
e.g. M=1, A=3, D=2
e.g. M=3, A=1, D=2

6. Move
Need 3,4,5,6 to carry out a move.
Move allows player to move 1 square in a cardinal (NSEW) direction.
Players will move in order to attack or to move away from an opponent.
A single move action allows a player to roll again and again until failure or attack.
• This might allow a figure to move many squares but that is unlikely.
Mainly because only a certain number of moves are needed to get away or
close on an opponent.
• This means that a player might move several squares. If the player then
attacks, he will need a new move action for any future movement.
Success = 3,4,5,6.
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7. Attacks
Need 3,4,5,6 to carry out an attack.
An attack can only be initiated if in face contact. This would allow a figure that starts a
turn in face contact to attack immediately.
Players will attack in order to diminish their opponent.

Attack Method
Attacker rolls 4D6 seeking 4,5,6 for success.
Attacker has re-roll.
Target then rolls.
Successes cancel each other out. e.g both players achieve 2 successes means there is no
effect.
If one player achieves more than the other, then there is now a loser and a winner.

Any player with higher number of successes (winner) forces removal of an action from
opponent. Notice that either player can be winner or loser.
1 extra = loser removes on of his own an actions (his own choice).
2 extra = loser removes on of his own an actions (winner’s choice).
3 extra = loser dead.

8. Dodge
Need 3,4,5,6 to carry out a dodge.
Dodge is the term used to describe a player falling back in order to avoid an attack.
e.g. Ragnar lunges forward with his sword (has just rolled a 3,4,5,6 using an
attack action). Etheric dances backwards (by rolling 3,4,5,6 on a dodge action)
and thus avoids Ragnar’s attack.
Dodge is only used in the opponent turn.
Allows player to move 1 square back.
Dodge can only be used if an opponent successfully attacks.
Players do not have to dodge, it is an option.
Players will dodge in order to avoid an attack.
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9. Recovery
Need 4,5,6 to carry out a recovery.
Recovery= Sacrifice all M/A actions for the current turn in exchange for a D6 roll.
This sacrifice might be 0,1,2,3,4,5,6 actions etc but only 1 D6 roll is gained.
A score of 4, 5,6 will restore any action to a 1.
This means that recovery will only allow actions with a current value of zero to become
1.
This is recovery in a fight, rather than a day off to rest.
Players will recover in order to make their figure more effective.

10. Using actions
A player may use any or all of his allowed actions. They can be used in any order.
At the start of each new turn a the remaining actions are once again available.
i.e Use the actions. Then use them again next turn.

11. How to die
Any player reduced to a total of zero actions is dead.
Any player that suffers 3 hits in a single attack action.
This is an instant result.
Figures must keep a sword in their hand.
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12. Summary of D6 rolling
Game D6 rolls
Action

Score
needed in
order to
carry out
action

Result of Notes
success

Move

3,4,5,6

Attack

3,4,5,6

Move 1
square
NSEW
Fight
opponent
on face
of square

Dodge

3,4,5,6

Recover

4,5,6

Move 1
square
directly
away
from
attack.

Any success allows the action to be used
again instantly (if wished). Fail ends the
action.
Fight gives attacker and target 4D6.
Attacker rolls first and may re-roll. Target
rolls second with no re-roll.
4,5,6= effect.
Players successes cancel those of the other
player.
Amy excess causes loss of actions from
loser.
Only used in opponent turn. Dodge is an
option, not compulsory. Success =
opponent attack action is wasted and
dodger moves away one square.

Player elects to use no actions in his turn.
Rolls a D6. 4, 5,6 = recover any action
category with zero actions to a one action
status.

13. Starting the game “Rage”
This mechanism is only used once.
It is used at the game start.
It is complicated, in order to sharpen the reflexes of the combatants.
Similar to a drug taken before the fight.
Note: 5x table is 5,10,15,20,25,30,35 etc,
Each player can choose to use 1,2,3 or 4D6.
Roll the D6 as a single handful.
Player nearest to a 5x table score is allowed first turn.
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If both players equally close to a 5x table score then player with lower overall score gets
first turn.
e.g Ragnar chooses to use 3D6.
Erik chooses to use 1D6
Ragnar rolls 3,3,2=8
Erik rolls 4
Erik’s roll is closer to a 5x table value, so he has first turn.
e.g. Gorm chooses 4D6 and Bo chooses 1D6.
Gorm rolls 3,1,1,4=9
Bo rolls 4=4
Both are within 1 of the 5x table.
Bo wins because his overall score of 4 is lower than the overall score of 9.

14. Initial positions
The two player figures will initial be placed in opposite corners of the grid.

15. Names
Here are suggestions for player names.
Names can be feminised by adding “our” or “or” at the end.
e.g. Arne becomes Arne -or
e.g. Rune becomes Rune-or
Choose one of the below names.
Then add a N,S,E or W.
Then add an item of weaponry, agriculture, or personal looks.
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e.g. Kare Red shield from the North
e.g Erik blue tooth of the south
e.g. Njal with the bear paw from the West.
e.g Bob from up north with the shoe.
Arne (eagle)
Birger (keeper)
Bjorn(bear)
Bo (The resident)
Erik (ruler)
Frode (clever)
Gorm (worships the gods)
Halfdan (half Danish)
Harald (ruler)
Knud (Knot)
Kare (curly)
Leif (son of)
Njal (big)
Roar (loud)
Rune (secret keeper)
Sten (Stone)
Skarde (scarred)
Sune (son of )
Svend (works for another)
Troels (Thor’s arrow)
Toke (Helmet of Thor)
Torsten (Tough)
Trygve(Trusted)
Ulf (Wolf)
Odger (Rich)
Age (son of the soil)
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16. Game plan
MAD vikings
Name
Rage D6 (1-4)

Rage score

Initial action amounts
Move (1-4)
Attack (1-4)

Dodge (1-4)

Total

I won and he
put up a good
fight

I slaughtered
him

Result
I died easily

I put up a
good fight

17. Turn sequence
1. Declare if all actions to be sacrificed in order to carry out recovery.
2. Choose an action.
3. Roll 3,4,5,6 to carry out action. Only move action has repeatability.
4. Turn action coin upside down.
5. Choose another action.
6. Continue until all actions used (upside down) or voluntary stop.

18. Example of a game turn
A figure has 4 actions as he has lost two in previous fights.
These 4 action are M,M,A,D.
The figure is not in face contact with the opponent.
First action =M. Player rolls 5. Therefore, moves 1 square. This success allows him to
continue recycling the present M action. He now rolls 3. He can move again. He now
rolls 4. He moves again into face contact with the opponent. He could continue to move
but decides to stop using the present move action in favour of using an A action.
He now uses that A action. Rolls 5= allowed to carry out the attack action.
Rolls 4D6, scoring 6,2,4,5 = 3 successes. Decides not to re-roll.
Only now does the target roll his own fight 4D6.
The opponent rolls 1,3,6= 1 success.
The attacker has an excess of 2 success (rolls of 4,5,6) (3-1=2).
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2 successes allow the fight winner to remove an opponent (loser) action of his choice.
He chose to remove an A action from the opponent.
The player now decides to use his second move action.
He rolls 4. Moves 1 square. Then rolls 5, moves 1 square. Then decides to stop. He has
finished his turn.

End

13. Aberdeen pictures
Here are some photos taken in 1999.
At that time Aberdeen proving ground was the location of the USA collection of
experimental armour.
These were items brought back from the war etc .
Many of the items were experimental, hence the Us interest.
In previous years Aberdeen had scrapped many interesting vehicles for their scrap value.
These ones in grey are just sitting and rusting away.
Since these photos ere taken there is no longer collection at Aberdeen. It has moved to
other locations such as Fort Benning.

(Above) Remnants of “Panzer row”. Notice the grasshopper (removable turret) to the
left of the brumbarr.
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(Above) Big Russian (152mm?) howitzer. A seen on the streets of Berlin in May 1945.

(Above) Twin 128mm guns as used on the German Flak towers.
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(Above) German last development of the 88mm. This si rigged in a specifically AT
role. Notice low profile and economy tyres!
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(Above) German 88mm AT gun. Far too big by the time it went into service. Designed
for the huge expenses of Russia.

(Above) Experimental PZ IV with drive cogs at back and front.
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(Above) Back view of same PZ IV.
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